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The Family in Social Context 1982

fully updated this comprehensive and engaging introduction to the sociology of the family offers

cross cultural and historical coverage of a timely topic for this new edition the authors have

added a glossary expanded and revised many of the chapters and included a short outline at

thebeginning of each chapter to provide an overview of material covered an entirely new section

on adoption has been added and the chapter on dual career families greatly expanded

Family and Social Network 1971

research into twenty english families provides the basis for this study of th ways in which

husbands and wives perform conjugal roles

Families, History And Social Change 2018-03-05

one of the prevailing myths about the american family is that there once existed a harmonious

family with three generations living together and that this ideal family broke down under the

impact of urbanization and industralization the essays in this volume challenge this myth and

provide dramatic revisions of simplistic notions about change in the american family based on

detailed research in a variety of sources including extensive oral history interviews of ordinary

people these essays examine major changes in family life dispel myths about the past and offer

new directions in research and interpretation the essays cover a wide spectrum of issues and

topics ranging from the organization of the family and household to the networks available to

children as they grow up to the role of the family in the process of industralization to the division

of labor in the family along gender lines and to the relations between the generations in the later

years of life while discussing family relations in the past and revising prevailing notions of social

change these interdisciplinary essays also provide important perspectives on the present
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Families 1971

bringing together essays by twenty one distinguished scholars who have helped shape the field

of family sociology in the last decade this interdisciplinary anthology examines variation within

family experience especially as it has evolved across racial ethnic social gender and generational

lines the essays place historical and institutional frameworks at the center of the discussion in

depth chapter introductions along with critical questions to spark class discussion make this an

ideal text for courses focusing on family composition trends and controversies in the united states

American Families Past and Present 2006

this is volume vii of fifteen in a series on the sociology of gender and the family originally

published in 1956 this collection of papers demonstrates the authors interest is in the functioning

of the modern american family and its place in the structure of our society and that perhaps the

most important function of the family lies in its contribution to the socialization of children in view

of this fact an analysis of the family with special reference to its functions as a socializing agency

should contribute importantly to our understanding both of the family itself and of its relations to

the rest of the social structure in which it exists

Family: Socialization and Interaction Process 2014-02-25

written in a conversational and applied style social policy for children and families is an award

winning book that incorporates cutting edge research across policy sectors in the human services

new editors william james hall iii and paul j lanier in collaboration with jeffrey m jenson and mark

w fraser have carefully crafted this 4th edition to include balanced coverage across areas of

poverty child welfare education public health developmental challenges substance use

immigration juvenile justice and gun violence this book is an ideal core text for graduate and

upper level undergraduate courses and a vital resource for elected officials policy makers and
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others interested in the evolution of policies aimed at preventing problem behaviors and

supporting children and families

Social Policy for Children and Families 2021

for undergraduate courses in the sociology of the family focuses on studying the family through a

sociological lens families and their social worlds discusses how the family is viewed on a macro

level by examining policies in place and how those policies impact families the author

encourages students to think about families beyond their own personal experiences and even

beyond family structure in the united states her goal is to impart a passion for critical thinking as

students see that families exist within social worlds important policy considerations are imbedded

in each chapter to illustrate what is currently being done and perhaps even more importantly

what can be done to strengthen families and intimate relationships

The Family and Social Work 1912

the resurgence of interest in biological explanations of human behaviour has stimulated family

scholars to challenge many current cultural and environmental explanations biosocial

perspectives on the family brings together the findings and views of some of the foremost

researchers on the biological influences on family behaviour from many academic disciplines

including sociology psychology and anthropology the selection of chapters represents a

continuum from the more proximal theories of biological input to the more distal evolutionary

explanations the final three chapters serve as a critique of the other chapters

Families and Their Social Worlds 2013-11-01

in this fresh more structural alternative to other texts for the marriage and family course

seccombe and warner provide a comprehensive look at close relationships and the family in just
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15 chapters examining close relationships and families by placing them in social context the

authors offer a unique emphasis on the structural and relational aspects of the family with a

focus on family resilience the text weaves together a macro view social structural analysis of

close relationships with the macro an individualist view the authors demonstrate the interaction of

theory and methodology in family studies in chapter 2 and blend cutting edge research and

practical applications throughout among the highlights of this first edition are the exceptionally

thorough exploration of the topics of singlehood and cohabitation in chapter 7 and the unique six

chapter core 8 13 that focuses on all aspects of parenthood and the challenges and crises that

families face today the authors emphasis on family resilience and how families can be

strengthened is reflected in the constructing strong families boxes that appear throughout the text

these features encourage students to apply groundbreaking research on what makes a family

strong to their own families and in the concluding chapter looking ahead helping families flourish

which examines the factors that successful families regardless of ethnicity culture or social class

consistently exhibit

Biosocial Perspectives on the Family 1988-07

this book which has been created in the framework of the eu funded cost action interfasol brings

together researchers from 22 interfasol countries who frame intergenerational family solidarity in

the specific historical cultural social and economic context of their own country integrating

different perspectives from social and political sciences economics communication health and

psychology the book offers country specific knowledge and new insights into family relations

family values and family policies across europe praise for families and family values in society

and culture this comprehensive study of families in europe reveals the strength and variation in

family solidarity and values by drawing together detailed descriptions of continuity and change

families and family values in society and culture provides a fascinating account of the social and

cultural contexts that shape european family life the case studies of families in different european
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countries compare demographic and welfare regimes to consider the challenges facing

generations in europe and responses to these the book is an invaluable resource for researchers

studying family life and inter generational solidarity clare holdsworth professor of social

geography keele university this book is based on the testimony of experts each of them

proposing analyses which are specific to their own society it provides an opportunity for the

reader to take a new look at the evolution of intergenerational solidarity in 22 countries whose

wealth welfare systems and demographic situations as well as recent events wars migratory

movements offer specific challenges it adopts the perspective of the insider to shed light not only

on culture and values in each country but also on conflicts between tradition and modernity and

between subcultures in the same society the book thus allows better understanding of changes in

intergenerational and gender relations and the variety of solutions implemented or suggested to

promote more satisfactory expressions of intergenerational solidarity for the next decade families

and family values in society and culture provides an invaluable contribution for cross cultural and

social sciences researchers interested in understanding how different forms of solidarity arise

from family and social dynamics anne marie fontaine professor of psychology university of porto

History of the Family as Social and Educational Institution 2010

the roles network members play in the lives of african american and caucasian parents in the u s

and parents in sweden wales and germany are documented and compared in a ground breaking

study of how personal networks evolve and how they affect and are affected by development

Marriages and Families 2004

the family unit is a two week unit intended for use during the first few months of grade one leaf 3
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Families and Family Values in Society and Culture 2021-05-01

covering a series of issues this book seeks to reestablish sociology of the family as a key area in

undergraduate studies it provides a theoretical and scholarly overview of the area and includes

various essays

Extending Families 1993-03-26

this text applies a sociological imagination to explore both the private personal side of family life

as well the public institutional nature of the family it shows that many family concerns are actually

social issues that need to be addressed through sound social policies the author karen

seccombe encourages students to think about families beyond their own personal experiences

and even beyond family structure in the united states her goal is to impart a passion for critical

thinking as students see that families exist within social worlds families and their social worlds

shows that our conceptions of families are imbedded within our social structure and that families

represent a set of rules regulations and norms that are situated in a particular culture in a

particular historical time important policy considerations are imbedded in each chapter to illustrate

what is currently being done and perhaps even more importantly what can be done to strengthen

families and intimate relationships

Family : a Social Studies 2004

this is a thoughtful and sometimes challenging elaboration of some of the key concepts in

contemporary family studies students and researchers will want to have this book close to hand

not simply as a reference work but as a stimulus to critical social analysis david h j morgan

university of manchester written in an intelligent engaging and accessible manner by two leading

and highly respected family scholars whose contributions to the field over the past two decades

have been path breaking this is an important resource for students and professionals studying
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and working in the field of family studies within and across the disciplines of sociology social

policy social work health studies education and gender studies andrea doucet carleton university

this book s individual entries introduce explain and contextualise key topics within the study of

family lives definitions summaries and key words are developed throughout with careful cross

referencing allowing students to move effortlessly between core ideas and themes each entry

provides clear definitions lucid accounts of key issues up to date suggestions for further reading

informative cross referencin relevant focused and accessible this book will provide students with

an indispensible guide to the central concepts of family studies

Sociology of Families 2002-02-19

first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

History of the 20th Century: The family 1990

family engagement with schools is unique because it is the only book written especially for social

workers and social work students who work in partnership with educators the text introduces

social workers to the new dual capacity building framework and the latest resources provided by

publisher

Families and Their Social Worlds 2008

in this analysis the president of the children s defense fund describes the disintegrating state of

the family over a generation dispels common assumptions and sets a bold agenda to strengthen

families and protect children
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Key Concepts in Family Studies 2010-12-10

much academic work on families and households has focused in the past on the adult members

however a surge of interest in children s issues has occurred recently in the social sciences a

key theoretical assumption in this area of research is that children s relationships and cultures

are worthy of study in their own right and that children play an active part in the construction of

these cultures and relationships this work provides perspectives on children in their family

contexts it shows that children s needs and wishes have often been neglected in the social

sciences especially in the areas of law social policy and sociology the authors present empirical

research on children and young people in contemporary family settings and offer theoretical

insights which challenge existing thinking on modern childhood they draw on international

comparisons between the condition of childhood and children s welfare putting forward an

argument for future research and policy initiatives needing to concentrate on and even privilege

children

Family, Socialization and Interaction Process 1955

american families are diverse because they derive from many historical and cultural influences

only by studying these influences can we understand family strengths and weaknesses and

forecast its future possibilities the family society and the individual encompasses the entirety of

family systems unified by a central theory problems of the family often represent a clash between

the needs of the individual and the requirements of the social order it is only when these two

forces are in balance that the individual family and the society benefit the most this theory is not

just enunciated in an early chapter and then ignored it pervades and integrates the entire book

this book also provides a universal definition of the family a basic premise of any science

including family science requires an abstract universally applicable definition of the core unit of

analysis the definition of the family provided in this book incorporates the fact that every family is
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a social network the first edition of the family society and the individual was published by william

m kephart in 1961 the theoretical theme of this book remains through the eighth edition the

teachers and students alike should find this combination of classical theory and modern

methodology a liberating framework within which to tell the story of the family comprehensively

inclusively unbiasely and clearly

The Family in Our Community 1983

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character

recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are

images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these

images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be

certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future

generations to enjoy

Family Engagement with Schools 2017

this book brings together a group of scholars to share findings and insights on the effects of

media on children and family their contributions reflect not only widely divergent political

orientations and value systems but also three distinct domains of inquiry into human motivation

and behavior social scientific psychodynamic or psychoanalytical and clinical practice each of

these three domains is privy to important evidence and insights that need to transcend

epistemological and methodological boundaries if understanding of the subject is to improve

dramatically in keeping with this notion the editors asked the authors to go beyond a summary of

findings and lend additional distinction to the book by applying the binoculars of their particular

perspective and offering suggestions as to the implications of their findings one of the goals of

the conference that resulted in this book was consensus building in the area of media and family

from examining the findings and insights of a diverse group of scholars it seems that consensus
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building in several areas is a distinct possibility addressing the concerns of educators about the

influence of the mass media of communication entertainment programs in particular on children

and the welfare of the nuclear family this volume projects directions for superior programming

especially for educational television the influence of sex and violence on children and adults is

given much attention and the development of moral judgment and sexual expectations among

other things is explored the critical analysis of media effects includes examination of positive

contributions of the media such as the search for missing children and exemplary educational

programs

Families in Peril 1987

a lifespan approach presenting evidence informed interventions for working with individuals and

families social work practice with individuals and families covers assessment of and intervention

with children adolescents adults the elderly and families it offers an array of pedagogical features

within each chapter as well as online resources and review questions at the conclusion of each

chapter to help guide critical thinking about topics reflecting the current state of evidence

informed social work practice each chapter s contributors emphasize the incorporation of wider

forms of systematically collected data such as case studies best or promising practices and

consumer focused data reading this book will not only give readers the tools to work effectively

with individuals and families but also develop their skills in evidence informed practice

comprehensive and insightful social work practice with individuals and families is a student and

practitioner friendly text identifying the best assessment tools and strategies available for social

workers to successfully serve individuals and families facing a broad range of challenges

Children In Families 2002-11-01

the first edition of this volume successfully applied bronfenbrenner s micro systems taxonomy to

childrearing and family life emphasizing how forces in the environment influence children s
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behavior garbarino has staked out an intermediate position between the psychoanalytic and the

systems approach to human development taking cognizance of new research and of changes in

american society garbarino has once again carefully analyzed the importance of children s social

relationships for this wholly revised second edition he has incorporated a greater emphasis on

ethnic cultural and racial issues

Family-centered Social Work Practice 1983

family theories an introduction by james m white todd f martin and new co author kari adamsons

provides an incisive thorough primer to current theories of the family that balances the diversity

and richness of a broad scope of scholarly work in a concise manner this best selling text draws

upon eight major theoretical frameworks developed by key social scientists to explain variation in

family life these frameworks include social exchange and choice symbolic interaction family life

course development systems conflict feminist ecological and functional theories this new fifth

edition includes suggestions for integrating theory to guide a research program and more

applications for those going on to careers in the helping professions with an increased focus on

both classical theories as well as contemporary and emerging theories this text challenges

students to think about how families and family theories have changed over the last 70 years as

well as where family scholarship is headed

A Social History of the American Family: From 1865 to 1919

1960

tavistock press was established as a co operative venture between the tavistock institute and

routledge kegan paul rkp in the 1950s to produce a series of major contributions across the

social sciences this volume is part of a 2001 reissue of a selection of those important works

which have since gone out of print or are difficult to locate published by routledge 112 volumes in
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total are being brought together under the name the international behavioural and social sciences

library classics from the tavistock press reproduced here in facsimile this volume was originally

published in 1957 and is available individually the collection is also available in a number of

themed mini sets of between 5 and 13 volumes or as a complete collection

The Family, Society, and the Individual 2017-03-14

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain

imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this

work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting

preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are

true to the original work

The Family and Social Change 1965

this book offers a synthesis of social science and evolutionary approaches to the study of

intergenerational relations using biological psychological and sociological factors to develop a

single framework for understanding why kin help one another across generations with attention to

both biological family relations as well as in law and step relations it provides an overview of

existing studies centred on intergenerational relations particularly grandparenting that incorporate

social science and evolutionary family theories this evolutionary social science approach to

intergenerational family relations goes well beyond the traditional nature versus nurture distinction

as such it will appeal to scholars across a range of disciplines with interests in relations of

kinship the lifecourse and the sociology of the family

A History of the Family As a Social and Educational Institution
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2012-08-01

this is a study of the problems and needs of 306 successful families to discover the factors

contributing to a normal healthful life for parents and children factors affecting achievement and

satisfaction and the sources of fatigue worry and friction are analyzed and described the basic

economic needs and continually increasing need of education for marriage and parenthood are

fully set forth originally published in 1931 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring

editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished

backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original

and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural

value

Media, Children, and the Family 2013-11-05

Social Work Practice with Individuals and Families

2012-12-27

Children and Families in the Social Environment 1992

Family Theories 2018-12-20

Family and Social Network 2014-02-25
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The Family: An Historical and Social Study (1887) 2008-06

A Social Life 1980

Feeding the family 1991

Intergenerational Family Relations 2018-08-06

Patterns of Change in Problem Families 1959

The Family in the Present Social Order 1931
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